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Leasing

EnginE LEasing
Aircraft spare engine leasing is separate from aircraft leasing because engines require more
intensive technical management
By Group Captain a.K. SaChdev (retd)

Shannon EnginE Support LimitEd SpEciaLiSES in providing SparE EnginE LEaSE SoLutionS to cFm56 and LEap opEratorS around thE gLobE

photograph: www.SES.iE

in general, the airline industry is capital intensive
and the aircraft used by it are high cost and long life assets.
Moreover, how these aircraft come to be flying with a particular airline is not always the result of a simple purchase form
the aircraft Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). The most
common modus operandi is a sale and leaseback wherein a
tripartite agreement between the airline that originally booked
an aircraft with the OEM lets a leasing company buy it from the
OEM and then the airline leases it from the leasing company.
Payments to OEMs include options (amounts paid in advance
to book an aircraft purchase), purchase rights, deposits and
progress payments. While aircraft leases have been in vogue
ever since airlines started sprouting up, engine leasing market
started emerging only around three decades ago. At first glance,
leasing of an engine differentiated from purchase or lease of an
aircraft of which it is a part, appears befuddling, but there are
financial reasons for this to happen which have evolved from
experience over decades of commercial operations.
ENGINE LEASING
It is customary for a car or a load carrying vehicle to be designed
to carry a single (the same) engine for its entire life; in contrast,
an aircraft engine is a replaceable part of the aircraft which gets
replaced several times during an airframe’s useful life, depending on aircraft type, utilisation rate, company policies, regulatory mandates and occasionally due to accidents/incidents. As
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aircraft down time is expensive in terms of lost revenue, airlines
generally maintain a number of spare engines to ensure aircraft are not grounded when engines are removed for normal
maintenance or as a result of failure. Prior to development of
the aircraft spare engine leasing business, airlines had to manage engine removals via spare engine ownership or expensive
emergency engine leasing. Aero engine leasing is not as old as
aircraft leasing and not long ago operators owned their engines
including the spare ones they needed. However, as engines
became more powerful and more technically advanced, their
costs also skyrocketed; in addition to initial costs, their maintenance costs also increased considerably. Engine leasing became
attractive for the same reasons as aircraft leasing in a capital
intensive, cost conscious resource milieu. When an aircraft is
acquired by an operator, it would normally establish an engine
life cycle management plan so as to maximise on wing time and
reduce workshop time to the minimum. This plan aims at finding a middle ground between airworthiness perspectives and
cost saving considerations over engine life cycle.
Aircraft spare engine leasing is separate from aircraft leasing because engines require more intensive technical management. Since engine overhauls are one of the largest airline operating cost segments, each overhaul must be closely managed.
Engine lessors work with airline customers to optimise the cost
and ready availability of spare engines at short notice. Pratt &
Whitney (P&W), a leading engine OEM has its engines mounted
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on more than 130 different aircraft types including regional air- aircraft from either another operator or a financial institution
liners, business jets, general aviation aircraft and helicopters. (the lessor). India has ratified the 1997 Article 83bis of the ConTo support this vast market and related Maintenance Repair & vention on International Civil Aviation 1944 which was the first
Overhaul (MRO) activities, P&W claims that it offers the largest substantial amendment of the Convention and came about in
engine rental and exchange pool of any engine OEM in the form response to industry growth and leasing trends. Under Article
of more than 850 engines worldwide to support its MRO activi- 83 bis, a bilateral agreement can be signed between the aviaties. The other leading engine OEM is CFM International, a 50/50 tion authorities of two contracting states and that agreement
joint company formed in 1974 by Snecma (Safran) in France and transfers and delegates the responsibility for the regulation and
GE in the US. Shannon Engine Support Limited (SES), a wholly- safety oversight of an aircraft in accordance with the requireowned subsidiary of CFM International, specialises in provid- ments of the state of registration from that state to the air transing spare engine lease solutions to CFM56 and LEAP operators port authorities in the airline’s home state. DGCA meticulously
around the globe. Headquartered in Shannon, Ireland, with maintains a register of aircraft with details of aircraft type,, year
marketing offices in Beijing and Budapest, SES has a portfolio of of manufacture, full name and address of the owner or lessor
over 200 CFM56 and LEAP spare engines, including CFM56-5B, and of the operator or lessee. The notable point is that there is
CFM56-7B, LEAP-1A and LEAP-1B engines. SES’ 13 strategic no engine-specific register in India to record separate registrapool locations give SES both the capacity and the reach to sup- tion title of an engine on an aircraft, whether maintained by
port airlines operating CFM engines worldwide. The Rolls-Royce DGCA or any other registry. The certificate of registration for the
& Partners Finance companies (collectively, the “RRPF Affili- aircraft does not include details of the engine(s) mounted on it.
ates”) are a collection of 50 per cent owned domestic and foreign
joint ventures with Rolls-Royce, another leading manufacturer of CONCLUDING REMARKS
commercial aircraft jet engines. The RRPF affiliates are primar- Aircraft engine leasing is a highly effective and economical alterily engaged in two business activities: lease financing of aircraft native even for large operators who own the majority of their
spare engines to a diverse group of commercial aircraft opera- engines as they too need leased engines in times of high unschedtors worldwide and sale-leaseback financing of aircraft spare uled engine removals ( UERs), Life Limited Parts (LLP) shop visengines to Rolls-Royce for use in their
its etc. The flexibility to plan removals,
engine maintenance programmes. GE
UERs, warranty issues etc, relies upon
Engine Leasing Holdings Incorporated
the use of leased assets. In reality,
is another big name in engine leasing
the cost of ownership versus leasing
It is pertinent to point
business. Besides these, there are dozcan make a huge financial impact on
ens of companies like Engine Lease
the operators. Although engines are
out that International
Finance and Willis Lease which have
increasingly reliable, they are complex
Civil Aviation
spare engines to lease out for lease
and when they are removed from airrentals include long term lease on the
craft for maintenance, repairs can take
Organisation has
one end and short term ones, even on
a long time to complete. Also, some
not provisioned for a
a daily basis, on the other. Perhaps
events such as bird strike cannot be
formal definition of the
the most dynamic part of the engine
predicted. Spare engines are a small
leasing market is the short term leassegment, around two percent, of the
term
‘lease’
in
relation
ing segment in the newer narrow body
total aviation finance market.
to aircraft
engine types.
Digital technologies and Artificial Intelligence are helping airlines
reduce spare engine requirements by
INDIAN SCENARIO
accurately predicting engine removals,
Regrettably, India produces no commercial aircraft and its entire airline industry is reliant on but spare engines are vital as all engine removals cannot be preimport of foreign-built aircraft under lease or ownership. The dicted. Although no figure can be put on the number of spare
Indian scene is dominated by lease in contrast to ownership. engines required by an airline, the generally accepted ratio is
Aviation finance and leasing are not covered under any specific one for every ten in use. However, local conditions, airline finanlegislated Act in India, but are governed by Indian contract laws, cial health considerations and operational models may dictate
Indian company laws and Indian foreign exchange regulations. variations from this thumb rule. There is tough competition
Also, the (Indian) Aircraft Act, 1934, read with the (Indian) Air- amongst the engine leasing market players to provide more and
craft Rules, 1937 and the Civil Aviation Requirements (CARs) more attractive and innovative options to lessees. Cost focused
promulgated by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) airlines are increasingly able to reduce the required number of
from time to time, governs important aspects of aircraft leasing dedicated spare engines and where possible, rely on the spot
in India. In this context, it is pertinent to point out that Inter- market, pooling or engine availability services. These nonnational Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) has not provisioned dedicated spare engine services can in theory, increase overall
for a formal definition of the term ‘lease’ in relation to aircraft. asset utilisation across the market and reduce costs for airlines.
This is basically because national laws governing lease contracts Another healthy trend is availability of “green time” engines;
vary and the negotiating process results in individual variations the term refers to older engines with limited life remaining that
in the terms and conditions of aircraft leases since these are have been taken from aircraft that have been retired. These are
usually tailor-made to specific situations. However, ICAO’s Man- offered into the market by a used parts company and very often
ual on the Regulation of International Air transport (Doc 9626), they are held on the lessor’s books for very low values and it is
describes ‘aircraft leasing’ as the rental rather than purchase of possible for these lessors to offer the engines into the spot maraircraft by an aircraft operator from another operator or a non- ket at attractive short-term rental and utilisation rates. In genair operator entity. In essence, an aircraft lease is a contractual eral, the trends for the engine leasing market appear to favour
arrangement in which an aircraft operator (the lessee) rents an the airlines. SP
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a word

from editor-in-chief

The rise and rise of Alnaqbi from
starting business aviation in the
Middle East to becoming the head of
IBAC is truly awe-inspiring. It is also
a reflection of the acceptance of the
contribution that Business Aviation
now makes in global aviation.

The cover story in this issue of the magazine is on
one of the most recognised, respected and high profile faces in
the world of Business Aviation. Ayushee Chaudhary profiles Ali
Ahmed Alnaqbi, the Chairman of International Business Aviation Council (IBAC) and the Founding and Executive Chairman
of the Middle East and North Africa Business Aviation Association (MEBAA). The rise and rise of Alnaqbi from starting business aviation in the Middle East to becoming the head of IBAC,
the body that governs Business Aviation around the world is
truly awe-inspiring. It is also a reflection of the acceptance of
the contribution that Business Aviation now makes and the
major role that it now plays in the global aviation sector.
Supporting Business Aviation, in an article Ayushee Chaudhary articulates how flying private could make more financial
sense. As more and more companies are beginning to outsource
manufacturing and other operations into developing countries,
private jets are a better way to get where they need to go. Private travel ensures on-time arrival and in the best possible
shape (physically as well as mentally), save all the hassle and
time needed at the airport for check-in, securities, and other
formalities.
As and when the Indian economy come out of the current
slowdown (caused due to various factors), it will be looking for
catalysts to speed up the growth. Aviation sector is one such catalyst that can really aid the growth of a nation’s economy. With
a projected 158 million passengers by 2037, the infrastructure
required and the millions of jobs created by this demand can
really spurt the growth of India’s economy. Having said that,
what is required is for the Government policies to support the
aviation sector in India. With a clear mandate for the industry,
its supply chain partners and the government and policy-makers all working in a collaborative manner, the common goal of
ensuring that the benefits that the air transport industry can
bring to India are fulfilled. In this issue, we have an article by
Ayushee Chaudhary on the Effects of Aviation on Indian Econ-

omy. In another article, Satyendra Pandey does a Reality Check
of Indian Civil Aviation and what is required to ensure a consistent and significant growth of this sector.
Apart from the convergence on a range of global strategic interest of the two nations, the major take-away for President Donald Trump’s visit to India last week was the signing of
agreements for the purchase of 24 MH- 60R helicopters for the
Indian Navy and six AH-64E Apache attack helicopters for the
Indian Army, a deal valued at more than $3 billion. This issue
of SP’s Aviation carries a detailed report by Vishal Thapar on
the recent visit of the US President to India.
The Indian civil aviation industry will hopefully get the
impetus it needs at this juncture through an International
Exhibition and Conference on Civil Aviation named as “Wings
India 2020”. The event which is of immense importance for the
Indian civil aviation industry, is being held at Begumpet Airport
in Hyderabad from March 12 to 15 this year. Do visit us in Hall
B, Booth 7 at Wings India 2020.
All this and more in this issue of SP’s Aviation. Welcome
aboard and we wish you many happy landings.
Jai Hind!

Owned, published and printed by Jayant Baranwal, printed at Kala Jyothi Process Pvt Ltd and published at
A-133, Arjun Nagar (Opposite Defence Colony), New Delhi 110003, India. All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
photocopying, recording, electronic, or otherwise without prior written permission of the Publishers.
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Economy

an Efficient Economy,
Requires a
Robust Aviation Sector
The aviation industry not only directly impacts the economy but is also interlinked with other
sectors in the economy that generate enough income and employment opportunities

Illustration: Anoop Kamath

By Ayushee Chaudhary
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“In case of civil aviation, India has the third-largest city pair connections that make these flows possible. All of these
domestic civil aviation market in the world. We are looking at give a different perspective on the importance of air transport.
a billion passengers per year. In a few years, we will be add- Some of the major ways in which the aviation industry affects
ing another 100 airports. A major airline ceased operations the economy of India has been listed below.
between December 2018 and April 2019. At that point of time,
we had less than 600 civil aircraft, which have today increased EMPLOYMENT
to more than 750 aircraft. Does this look like an economic slow- Aviation in India supports 7.5 million jobs: 390,000 directly,
down?” refuted Hardeep Singh Puri, Minister of State for Com- 570,000 in the value chain, and 6.2 million in tourism. Aviamerce and Industry while speaking at the first Asia Economic tion contributes some US$30 billion annually to India’s GDP,
Dialogue organised in Pune by the Ministry of External Affairs according to the data shared by the International Air Transalong with the think tank Pune International Centre on March port Association (IATA). From the millions of jobs around the
2, 2020.
world that are supported by the aviation industry, some roles
The economic situation of the country has been in a ques- are within the industry itself - at airports, for airlines, and in
tionable state for quite some time now and the role of the avia- civil aerospace and air navigation services, while other jobs are
tion industry is an underestimated but a significant one in supported by the economic activity that air travel creates. IATA
uplifting the economy. This is so because the aviation sector adds that airlines, airport operators, airport on-site enterprises
is interlinked with other sectors in the economy that generate (restaurants and retail), aircraft manufacturers, and air navigaenough income and employment opportunities.
tion service providers employ 404,000 people in India. In addiGlobally as well, aviation has been noted to be instrumental tion, by buying goods and services from local suppliers the secin driving global economic development. More than one-third tor supports another 943,000 jobs. On top of this, the sector is
of all trade by value is transported by air, making aviation a estimated to support a further 553,000 jobs through the wages
significant element of business all over the world. The avia- it pays its employees, some or all of which are subsequently
tion industry supports $2.7 trillion (3.6%) of the world’s gross spent on consumer goods and services.
domestic product (GDP), according to data shared by ‘Aviation:
Benefits Beyond Borders’, a website by the commercial aviation TIME & PRODUCTIVITY
industry body, the Air Transport Action Group (ATAG).
The time-saving benefits of business aviation cannot be stressed
When it comes to India, aviation can have a similar impact enough, and hence there are no doubts that it enhances proonly if it is rightly harnessed. The Government seems to be ductivity and aids economic developments. If we look into the
recognising and channelising this industry’s potential now complexity of a multi-tour day or international business trips,
but more still needs to be done. To fulfill its aspirations and the option of flying a commercial airline is often not practical
potential of sitting on the high table of global economies, India from a time saving and cost perspective. The time when busirequires a booming and healthy civil as well as the business ness aviation was perceived to be a luxury is gradually fading
aviation sector.
and the industry is now emerging as a necessity, being widely
The business and general aviation sector consists of air- used by corporate houses not just for the promoters, but also
craft owners, pilots, engineers, technicians, operations staff, by the top executives. Also, flying commercial in India’s chaotic,
and also the regulator, who contribute directly and indirectly overcrowded airports many times means constant delays and
to the GDP in a significant manner. Direct impact mostly refers frequent cancellations. By using their own aircraft or chartering
to the economic impact directly related to business aviation one, those in business can now fly efficiently and make better
activities, covering operational revenues in terms of fuel, air- use of their travel time.
port usage, insurance, direct employment, MROs, maintenance,
and testing facilities among others. The indirect impact is the EXPANSION FOR COMPANIES
economic impact from the spurt in other activities that get a Based on their business needs, many times business execuboost due to business aviation. This contribution has a much tives and companies also need to have access to smaller and
larger and important impact on the
no-scheduled destinations with private
economy by way of providing disaster
aircraft and travel to remote locations,
management, medical emergencies,
which helps in expanding the compaconnectivity to remote areas, tourism,
ny’s business, hence becoming a tool
survey & exploration, internal security,
In 2010, 79 million
in contributing to the economic growth.
agriculture, sports, and policing among
Setting up businesses in far-flung areas
people
traveled
to/
other aspects.
also contributes to the local economy of
from/or within India.
79 million people traveled to/from/
that area. Hence increased use of busior within India in the year 2010. By
ness aviation by these people will only
By 2017 that doubled
2017 that doubled to 158 million and by
further fuel their growth. A business jet
to 158 million and by
2037, that number is expected to treble
today is a way to enhance productivity,
hence air transport is and will be a sig2037, that number is
efficiency and ease of doing business.
nificant economic contributor to India.
expected to treble
To measure air transport’s impact
CONNECTIVITY
hence
air transport
on an economy, there are various facWe all know air travel has connected
tors that can be considered like the jobs
cities, counties, and continents, but the
is and will be a
and spending generated by airlines and
infrastructural requirements sometimes
significant economic
their supply chain, the flows of trade,
keep some remote areas away from
tourism and investment from users of
contributor to India
such connectivity. However, as menall airlines serving the country, and the
tioned above, private aircraft can take
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and tourists arriving by air. Air transport brings tourists and
investment into India, and helps businesses trade their goods
and services around the world. In India, the air transport industry is estimated to have supported a $10.4 billion gross valueadded contribution to GDP in India while spending by foreign
tourists supported a further $21.2 billion gross value-added
contributions to GDP.
MEDICAL EXAMINATION & SURVEYS
Business/General aviation has always been looked at as a
wealthy person’s affair and has been associated with luxurious
travel. However, the usage of business/general aviation goes
way beyond that. One of the least explored areas in India for
business/general aviation is that of medical emergencies, disaster management and conducting crucial surveys. Once tapped
into, these sectors can also prove to be highly beneficial for the
larger picture of the nation.

Air transport brings tourists and investment into India, and helps
businesses trade their goods and services around the world

Photograph: SP Guide Pubns

you way beyond commercial flights can travel. This boosts local
as well as the national economy. More consumers and a wider
economy are also benefitted by such connections between cities. This also enables the economic flows of goods, investments,
people and ideas that are the fundamental drivers of economic
growth. Ease of travel, cost competitiveness, and trade facilitation are significantly crucial for economic growth. Global connectivity that
can only come with aviation, is a critical
driver of all modern economies.
TRAVEL & TOURISM
Aviation is also a major driver when it
comes to the travel and tourism industry. India has witnessed being uplifted
in the World Economic Forum’s Travel
and Tourism Competitiveness Index.
Continued efforts for improvements
in these areas as well as in human
resources development, airport infrastructure density, and tourism infrastructure are among the areas that
could further enhance India’s competitiveness and hence spurt the right economic growth. IATA also highlights that
foreign tourists arrive by air to India,
spend their money in the local economy,
and are estimated to support an additional 4.3 million jobs. In total, 6.2 million jobs are supported by air transport

8
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MAKE-IN-INDIA PROGRAMME
A lot of the aviation market depends on importing the various
parts from other countries. However, in recent times, especially
with the Government’s ‘Make-in-India’ programme, manufacturing of these parts in the country itself is being emphasised
and the anticipated success programme is holding the potential
to inspire India’s corporate and businesses to grow fast, and
hence cater well to the nation’s economy. The aviation sector
must be supported to grow as it can be one of the largest contributors in the ‘Make-in-India’ program as well as towards
skill development which could further contribute towards
nation-building.
The air transport jobs also tend to be highly productive – not
just for their airline employers but for the economies in which
they are employed. The average air transport services employee
in India generates nearly `1.3 million in Gross Value Added
annually, which is around 10 times more than the economywide average. India’s aviation market is set to be the third-largest market in the world which is why it is all the more crucial to
focus on developments in this industry. Right now the economy
of India might appear to be on a stumbling stage but if we can
facilitate aviation, then the economy
will also follow suit.
There are no second thoughts about
the fact that this is an exciting period
for air transport in India. And there is
a clear mandate for the industry, its
supply chain partners and the government and policy-makers to all work in
a collaborative manner, towards the
common goal of ensuring that the
benefits that the air transport industry can bring to India are fulfilled. But
this industry requires the right type of
infrastructure to be put into place, at
the right time and in the right place to
ensure the demand is met. Infrastructure includes not just the airports, but
also investment and support services,
both on the ground and in the air. The
broader business and policy environment also needs to be more flexible
and welcoming for the industry to let
business aviation deliver its benefits to
the nation. SP

Aviation in India
supports 7.5 million
jobs: 390,000 directly,
570,000 in the value
chain, and 6.2
million in tourism.
Aviation contributes
some US$30 billion
annually to India’s
GDP, according to
the data shared by
the International
Air Transport
Association (IATA).
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sky is the limit for indian aviation. While indigo continues to soar,
the sudden fall of jet airways became one of the most astonishing surprises.

Indian Civil Aviation
A Reality Check
To fully harness the growth prospects of Indian aviation, issues have to be addressed
via deliberate and decisive measures

Photograph: Airbus

By Satyendra Pandey
From 44 million domestic passengers in 2008 to 121
million domestic passengers in 2018, the airline industry in
India has come a long way. This rate of growth is forecast to
continue with India becoming the third largest aviation market in the world by 2030. A growing middle class that is 300
million strong as of now, a trend towards urbanisation leading to increased demand for air travel, a rising propensity to
spend and significant capacity entering the market – all key

www.sps-aviation.com

factors for growth are aligned. Increasingly, passengers are
taking to air as a mode of transport and India is targeting 500
million passenger trips in the next 20 years. These trips will
have to be supported by an entire ecosystem including various stakeholders. From Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEMs) to Lessors and Financiers, from Maintenance Repair
and Overhaul (MRO) providers to Multi-lateral agencies and
from Airports to Airlines – to name a few. And the ecosystem
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at present has far too many distortions. The question is: can
these be addressed decisively and deliberately towards continued growth, competition and sustainability?

and liquidity of asset types – both of which are subject to market
dynamics. For Indian aviation to thrive, the issue of tax on ATF
will have to be addressed.

THE GOVERNMENT’S INTENTIONS
As the Finance Minister presented the Union Budget in July this
year, the message to the aviation stakeholders was that it was
indeed an area of focus. Several aviation-related issues were
mentioned as under:
• A vision towards India entering the aircraft financing and
leasing market.
• The divestment of the national carrier Air India.
• Consideration for re-examining Foreign Direct Investment into Indian
carriers.
• Policy interventions towards energising the MRO Industry in India.
• Further promoting the UDAN
regional connectivity scheme.
Details of these proposals are yet to
be tabled. But the industry is eagerly
waiting for details to be shared and
stated as policy before committing additional capital or effort.

AIRPORT CAPACITY, RESTRAINED COSTS: NEED OF THE HOUR
For Indian carriers, the current commercial fleet of 500+ aircraft
is likely to double within the next seven to ten years. This growth
in the size of the fleet will require matching growth in airport
capacity – for developing networks, for parking the aircraft and
for flying the aircraft. As of the latest count, there are 137 operational airports across the country and more are being developed.
Yet metro airports continue to be key to aviation traffic with ~61
per cent of the domestic traffic and ~73
per cent of international traffic still originating from the six metro cities, which
means that the capacity at these metros
must be enhanced – in a timely and cost
effective manner.
Unfortunately, the funding mechanism of airports has been such that
the costs of incorrect capacity planning
are borne by passengers by way of
development fees. The numbers speak
for themselves. For instance, at Delhi
airport, the final project cost was 3.8
times the initial estimate and in the
case of Mumbai, it was 1.7 times the initial estimate. These
cost overruns were covered by the flying public. Both airports
were allowed to levy development fees to the tune of nearly
`3,400 crore. The contribution via fees levied on passengers
being 1.2 times to 1.4 times the equity contribution in the case
of Delhi airport and 3.0 times to 3.2 times in the case of Mumbai airport. This is neither a fair nor a sustainable proposition.
A snapshot of airport developments across key cities is as below.
The government, via its new policy of Next Generation Airports
for Bharat (NABH) Nirmaan, is attempting to address the costs
of capacity but further clarity is required including monitoring

To ensure a healthy
value chain, the first
point of call is an
environment where
airlines can thrive

THE CORE ISSUE: ATF TAXATION
At the apex of the aviation value chain is the airline industry.
And to ensure a healthy value chain, the first point of call is
an environment where airlines can thrive. For airlines, the
single largest choke-point is the cost of Aviation Turbine Fuel
(ATF) which constitutes up to 40 per cent of an Indian airline’s
cost base and is the largest expense item. Globally, this figure
averages at roughly 20 per cent. The distortion of up to twenty
percentage points means that Indian carriers do not enjoy a
level playing field. Furthermore, it impacts the sustainability of
businesses. Granted that there have been success stories; but
in such cases, the airlines have leveraged financing structures

Airport

Expansion at Current Airport

New Airport and Issues

Delhi (DIAL)

4th Runway by 2021

Jewar airport – in Uttar Pradesh. Bid document was approved by the
Ministry of Civil Aviation on May 6, 2019.

Mumbai (MIAL)

Not possible

Navi Mumbai airport – underway. Challenges remain. Likely completion 2024. Navi Mumbai awarded to existing airport operator – thus will
not lead to additional competition

Bangalore (BIAL)

2nd Runway by end 2019

None planned. Should be evaluated including opening up HAL airfield
which is not available for commercial flights per OMDA with airport
operator

Kolkata

Efficiency improvement project underway

Extreme challenges with land identification (and acquisition) for a
second airport

Hyderabad (GHIAL)

2nd Runway to be commissioned. Date
not determined

Existing second airport not available for commercial flights per OMDA
with airport operator

Chennai

Not possible in current scenario

2 sites identified. Consultants to be appointed. Completion date in
5 – 7 years

Pune

Not possible in current scenario

Site identified in Purandar, no clarity on land acquisition and timelines

Ahmedabad

Not possible in current scenario

Second airport to come up in Dholera with a target completion date of
2022

Goa

2nd Airport by 2020

New airport at Mopa awarded to GMR
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The tax policy has led airlines to outsource majority of the $1.4 billion MRO business
to international providers

Photograph: aiesl

unwarranted expenditure and closely examining traffic projections. For existing airports, the costs must be closely monitored.
TAX ON THE MRO INDUSTRY
Tax on the MRO industry in India remains the highest globally.
With an 18 per cent GST levy, providers have to compete on sale
price with overseas players that only pay five per cent — that too
at cost price. This gap is 20 to 22 per cent. Consequently, most
airlines contract their MRO services overseas, leading to a loss of
jobs and output. Foreign airlines also do not source their MRO
services from India leading to additional loss of potential. Additionally, imposition of royalties by airports in contravention of
the National Civil Aviation Policy (NCAP),
leads to the MRO industry being further disadvantaged. These royalties are
imposed under different classifications
ranging from 11 to 30 per cent.
Sadly, given this complicated structure, foreign carriers have leveraged on
the MRO potential of India while India
itself lags behind. The tax policy has led to
airlines to outsource majority of the $1.4
billion MRO business to international
providers. That money, if spent locally,
would spur employment and output.

EXTREMELY CHALLENGING FINANCING ENVIRONMENT
After the shutdown of Jet Airways and challenges faced by
other airlines, banks overall have a negative outlook towards
the aviation sector. The reasons are many, including fluctuating EBITDAs, weak balance sheets, systemic impact of the
failure of Jet Airways and the NPA cleanup. This does not bode
well for the Indian airline industry as the growth in the market
requires adequate availability of funds – across stakeholders
be it airports, airlines or providers of MRO services. In spite of
being a key growth market in Asia, private capital is reluctant
to enter the aviation industry in India not only because of the
challenges highlighted, but also due to the legal procedures
where contract enforcement is challenging at best.

As India continues
to emerge towards
playing a dominant
role globally, its
aviation sector
cannot be overlooked

www.sps-aviation.com

REGULATORY RESTRUCTURING:
SAFETY, SUSTAINABILITY AND
DIGITISATION
Given the growth in the sector, the
demands on the regulator are ever
increasing. The last five years have
witnessed a determined approach
to strengthen these bodies; but even
simple items such as digitisation of
records encountered significant hur-
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The episode of Jet Airways does not bode well for the Indian airline industry
as the growth in the market requires adequate availability of funds

Photograph: wikipedia

dles. This has now been taken up yet again in a more decisive
manner.
The new government is likely to push through additional measures and the parliament session has already seen some debate
and some bills being introduced. Reinvigorating bodies such as
the Directorate General of Civil Aviation, the Airport Economic
Regulatory Authority and the Bureau of Civil Aviation Security
towards stronger oversight, would in all likelihood, be very welcome by most of the stakeholders. Safety and sustainability will
have to emerge as key focus areas. Given a recent string of incidents, safety management systems, protocols and audits will need
to be stepped up with digitised documentation procedures that
can build towards establishing trends and taking proactive rather
than reactive steps. Up-skilling within the regulatory bodies will
also be required.
INDIA-FOCUSED SOLUTIONS VS FORCE-FITTED WESTERN
MODELS
Finally, the sector is wanting for India-focused solutions. With
an abundance of talent, given the right environment, there
can be extremely innovative solutions that are tailored for this
market. Unfortunately, till now, the overarching theme has
been to force-fit Western style models. Take for instance, new
airports that have focused on using materials such as glassand-steel – perfectly suited for cold climate, but completely
at odds with most of the metro climate. Or the fact that the
hybrid till regulation is being used which directly impacts
affordability of travel. Or even algorithms that are based on
Western calendars and do not quite work as well with the
Indian calendar because many of our holidays are based on
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lunar cycles as opposed to Gregorian calendars where the holidays fall on the same day each year.
All of these demand a return to roots and developing solutions that are fit for the market. We have to build solutions that
cater to the traveller from Assighat in Varanasi rather than building solutions for travellers from Times Square in New York; solutions that leverage the 5Ts: trade, transport, tourism, technology
and tradition and solutions that look at the ecosystem as a whole
rather than adopting a piecemeal approach.
OUTLOOK
As India continues to emerge towards playing a dominant role
globally, its aviation sector cannot be overlooked. This is specially
so as this sector acts as a growth multiplier including economic
output, jobs and trade – all enabled via better connectivity. Aviation forecasts indicate that the Indian domestic market will grow
at 15 to 18 per cent annually while the international market will
grow at 10 to 14 per cent for the next five years. This growth must
be leveraged internally and policy interventions, that address the
multiple distortions impacting the sector, are necessary. To fully
harness the growth prospects of Indian aviation, issues have to
be addressed via deliberate and decisive measures. With these in
place, for Indian aviation, “the sky is the limit.” SP

Reproduced from:
SP’s
Civil Aviation Yearbook 2019
2nd Edition
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The Rising “Star”

“We are pleased to announce the launch of our new flights which
offer enhanced options and convenience to our customers.
Our aircrafts are fast, seats are comfortable and our crew is
experienced to provide a ‘Star Experience’. We plan to help
the Indian travellers connect to various locations at affordable
rates and the best of services. We hope that we will live up to the
expectations of our travellers and keep on serving the society
through our business venture and customer centric approach.”
— Sanjay Ghodawat, Chairman, Star Air

Photographs: Star Air

Star Air is a scheduled commercial airline with an aim
to connect real India. It is promoted by Ghodawat Enterprises
Pvt Ltd, which is the Aviation arm of strategically diversified
Sanjay Ghodawat Group. Over the past five years the group has
made a best-in-class helicopter operator in India with impeccable dedication to safety. Star Air is the latest offering of the
group. An upcoming Airline with a firm proposal to connect
the unconnected. The target routes are where passengers are
currently suffering a lot of transit layover delays. The airline
provides a very reliable, safe and comfortable travel experience
with direct connections. Truly the group’s ‘Star in the Air’.
The airline operates under the RCS-UDAN scheme and is
quite popular among travellers for its services. Whether it is
about on-time departure, on-time arrival, food quality, ticket
rates, comfort or safety, Star Air ensures everything quite brilliantly keeping its passengers’ concerns in mind and thus excels
at most of the aspects that any traveller looks for. According to
many aviation experts, these could be some of the reasons why
travellers choose to fly with Star Air and thus have now inspired
the airline to make an expansion move.
Star Air now provides its services to nine Indian cities including Mumbai, Bengaluru, Ahmedabad, Tirupati, Hubballi, Belagavi,
Delhi (Hindon), Kalaburagi and to the latest addition Indore.
Growing Demand Propels Star Air to Increase its
Flight’s Frequency
Star Air has had remarkable success in its first year of operations
and continues to make good strides in the aviation industry. The
airline on growing public demand has decided to increase its
operations on multiple air travel routes. Simran Singh Tiwana,
CEO, has announced that from February 15, 2020, our flight fre-

www.sps-aviation.com

The Fleet
Fleet Type

Seat Capacity

Registration

EMB-145

50

VT-GSC

EMB-145

50

VT-GSE

EMB-145

50

VT-GSF

quency on Kalaburagi – Bengaluru & Hubballi – Hindon (Delhi)
route would be increased to six days/week and five days/week
respectively. Since the launch of its flight services, the airline
has been receiving a phenomenal response from its customers.
And now to fulfil the growing demand, Star Air has now decided
to increase its operating frequency on these two routes.
Bengaluru and Hindon (Delhi) are the two fastest-growing
cities in India that attracts thousands of tourists, entrepreneurs,
students, and others towards them every season and therefore
the number of people travelling to these cities has risen quite
astonishingly in recent times.
Star Air India gets Scheduled Commuter Airline permit
Star Air had announced the issuance of “Air Operator Certificate”, by Ministry of Civil Aviation on January 1, 2019. The airline is operating a fleet of Embraer ERJ145, which is the fastest
in the category having 0.8 Mach Flying Speed. It is a highly
successful aircraft around the world and will now be the first
in India. The seating capacity for the aircraft is 50 and have an
average seat pitch of 31 inches. SP

—By Rohit Goel
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ALI AHMED ALNAQBI
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RESTLESS AND DRIVEN:
Alnaqbi has been wellreceived globally for
being very dedicated
to the progress of
the business aviation
of the MENA region
and bringing it close
to international
standards.
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ALI AHMED ALNAQBI

stellar
authority
of
global
business aviation
From exploring his interests in aviation to working for the challenging MENA region’s
exposure to business aviation to now being at the forefront of the global business aviation
industry, Alnaqbi has had an exciting journey during his three decades in the industry
By Ayushee Chaudhary
Having aviation in your blood is probably what it takes a meeting held at Las Vegas, the IBAC Board elected Alnaqbi
to be the leading business aviation advocate of the Middle East, for this position to be held for a period of three years. Alnaqbi
who is now set to take the authority of this industry at a global will be the first Arab to be presented with this role within the
international council. This is imporlevel. What started with a passion for the
tant evidence of the development of
industry and a dedicated will to enhance
the business aviation of the MENA (the
awareness about business aviation has
Middle East and North Africa) region.
taken Ali Ahmed Alnaqbi to now become
Alnaqbi who is
MENA, also known as MENAP, refers to
the Chairman of IBAC (International
the Middle East, North Africa, AfghaniBusiness Aviation Council). Alnaqbi, who
the Founding and
stan, and Pakistan, corresponding to
is the Founding and Executive Chairman
Executive Chairman
the Greater Middle East. In the past,
of the Middle East and North Africa BusiAlnaqbi has also served as the Viceness Aviation Association (MEBAA) had
of The Middle
Chairman of the IBAC Board for three
once said that he just loves the smell of
East and North
years, holding that position since 2017.
jet fuel and that aviation is in his blood.
Africa Business
“I am honored for this trust by the
This statement evidently reflects the
IBAC
Board in being elected as the
deep-rooted love that Alnaqbi holds for
Aviation Association
Board Chairman,” Alnaqbi said. “This
aviation. It is this that has established
(MEBAA) had once
opportunity to guide the business aviahim as a seasoned industry professionals
tion sector not only in the MENA region
with more than 30 years of experience in
said that he just loves
but also globally is a big responsibility
the aviation industry and made him sit
the smell of jet fuel
and it is also a perfect synergy with
on the Board of several reputed internaand believes aviation
my passion for the industry and previtional aviation companies.
ous achievements. No doubt we have
Effective from January of this year,
is in his blood. This
a long way ahead of us and I look forAlnaqbi was elected as the Chairman
statement evidently
ward to driving the industry forward
of the IBAC Governing Board. The IBAC
through IBAC in the next three years
Governing Board serves the diverse
reflects the deepin this role.”
needs of business aviation across the
rooted enthusiasm
MEBAA called the appointment “a
globe and is involved in all ICAO (Interthat Alnaqbi holds
key milestone for Alnaqbi and a testanational Civil Aviation Organisation)
ment to the incredible success MEBAA
forums that affect business aviation,
for aviation.
has achieved since its founding.”
in addition to directing the council. In
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Alnaqbi needs no introduction, as his name is well known ation of a Fly & Feed donation programme. He is quite vocal in
in the aviation industry. Through the various endeavors that he his support for this aspect of business aviation and believes that
has embarked on, he has gained rich experience in the industry. a lot needs to be done in order to educate and explain how busiAfter graduating from USA, Alnaqbi’s journey started with ness aviation is run. He also believes that not enough talking and
the UAE’s (United Arab Emirates) Head of State flight opera- explaining is being done about aspects like medical evacuation,
tions as he became involved with VIP air transportation. He the “fly and feed” initiative, access to remote areas by helicopstarted from the grass-root level and sometimes needed to work ters and other smaller aircraft bringing medical help, bring food,
18 hours per day to build his knowledge and explore all pos- humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, which are all part of
sible aspects of accounting, finance, aircraft purchase, aircraft business aviation/general aviation and that people need to learn
management, Logistics, IT, and other departments, eventually and understand that it is a part of our industry.
Alnaqbi has always stressed the need for more and approprigoing on to become the Vice-President (VP) - Finance & Administration with the UAE’s Head of State flight. Being truly pas- ate education about the industry which also means explaining the
sionate about what he was doing, he spent 25 years in the same engagement of the industry and how business aviation contributes
to the economies of countries by ways of creating jobs and opencompany rising to the second position in his company.
He is also the founder of Royal Jet, now one of the most ing markets.
Alnaqbi has been well-received globally for being very dediaward-winning VIP aviation operators in the world. Alnaqbi
found Royal Jet in 2003 to make business aviation accessible cated to the progress of the business aviation of the MENA region
to the wider client’s circle. During this period, he realised that and bringing it close to international standards. He is a regular
there was inadequate knowledge and misconception on busi- speaker at various business aviation forums and conferences as
ness aviation in the region which led him to start identifying well and is a recognised authority around the world, all of which
add value to his recent entitlement.
stakeholders to establish MEBAA.
As part of growth strategy, MEBAA constantly seeks to impleHe founded MEBAA in 2006, in Dubai and thus created an
ment operational safety and efficiency
ideal platform for the industry leaders
by providing best in-practice training,
for discussing, sharing and decisionlectures, and conferences, establishing
making as well as for drafting legiscodes of conduct and providing industry
lation and rules specific to business
Alnaqbi will be
data under Alnaqbi. MEBAA now repreaviation along with providing reprethe first Arab to
sents more than 270 companies within
sentation of the business aviation comthe MENA region and supplies a nummunity to the local aviation authorities.
be
presented
with
ber of products and services to its memAlnaqbi has also been instrumental in
this role within the
bers, including MEBAA Insurance, and
driving the business aviation industry
one-stop shop. In addition to various
in the MENA region to new heights and
international council.
networking events, MEBAA also hosts
hence has been duly lauded by the GovThis is important
the MEBAA Show, which ranks as one
ernments in the region for his role and
evidence of the
of the largest business aviation shows in
achievements in bringing about safety
the world.
and efficiency.
development of the
Another focus of MEBAA has been
With his vast experience spanning
business aviation
to conduct various activities to enhance
across aircraft purchase, sale, lease
the knowledge base of young aviation
and VIP interior completion, Alnaqbi’s
of the MENA (the
enthusiasts as Alnaqbi believes that
knowledge base makes him a valued
Middle East and
more and better attempts need to be
contributor to the business aviation
North Africa) region.
made to attract future generations of
industry and he has very well been
aviation professionals. He expressed
using that experience through MEBAA
how he feels there is a lack of young
to represent the industry across the
professionals and how correct trainregion as well as the world.
ing and information will pave the way
He is credited with encouraging members of the industry, specifically in the MENA region, and let passion for aviation, the experience and knowledge get
towards a tremendous growth by facilitating effective com- transferred to the future aviators in the industry.
The main goal of MEBAA according to Alnaqbi is to conmunication among members and working to inculcate greater
awareness about the role of business aviation among the tribute through their everyday work in the acceptance of business aviation throughout MENA region, to help companies and
region’s Governments.
In 2007, Alnaqbi got recognised to represent MEBAA in aviation authorities in working together to enhance safety and
IBAC and in 2014, he was elected as the Treasurer of the Gov- efficiency. Alnaqbi strongly believes that professionals need to
erning Board, IBAC for three years. He was eventually elected come together to promote the industry and grow together to
as the Vice Chairman of the Council in 2017. In 2015, Alnaqbi make all step towards future development.
These beliefs showcase the devotion that is implanted
retired from the post of VP of finance and administration from
Presidential Flight, to focus on MEBAA in an effort to unite the within Alnaqbi and this commitment is what has placed him
business aviation communities in 25 countries throughout the in the present position where he has the authority to ensure all
efforts are efficiently made in order to expand business aviaMENA region.
Alnaqbi and MEBAA have also successfully spread their influ- tion. Hence his choice for the position becomes perfectly fit in
ence for business aviation into humanitarian fields as well with driving both the IBAC (at the global level) and MEBAA (at the
support for the World Food Programme (WFP), a body under the MENA region) with his visionary expertise to bring about allUnited Nations wing, in the fight against hunger through the cre- round success for the business aviation industry. SP
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Private travel gets preference to ensure on-time arrival at a destination, and in the best possible shape
(physically as well as mentally) accompanied by comfort.

Flying Private Could
Make More
Financial Sense
Contrary to the general notion around business aviation industry,
owning or chartering a private jet has notably been a more viable option in
view of economic efficiency of the businesses

Photograph: Embraer

By Ayushee Chaudhary
Luxury, opulence, grandeur, extravagance, money are
some of the terms that come to our mind the moment we spot
or think about a private business jet. Owning a business jet has
always been looked at as a very wealthy person’s affair. We
often assume that it’s mainly meant for only celebrities or rich
businessmen who have too much money to spend. However,
what if we told you that business jets could actually make better

www.sps-aviation.com

financial sense even if the ownership amounts to millions and
millions of dollars? It doesn’t sound quite right, isn’t it? Let us
help you understand the above statement better and give you
reasons why owning a private jet is not just about having those
extra pennies to spend, especially for companies.
The ownership of a private jet has often been overpowered
by societal explanations rather than the economic ones. How-
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involve multiple destinations. Hence they are a preferred
ever, the advancement of globalisation has been seemingly benchoice to have a geographical expansion of business deals.
eficial for the private jet market as businesses are now required
to travel far off places and reach out beyond their local area. • Another big advantage is the flexibility that comes with travelling private. This is a huge advantage for big companies as
Especially as more and more companies are beginning to outthis enhances the efficiency of conducting business. It also
source manufacturing and other operations into developing
gives the freedom to return in case of emergency, or stay
countries, which don’t necessary have much air service, many
over during extended meetings, etc. Travelling private also
companies have determined that private jets are a better way to
lets you visit three or four places in a day, a trip that might
get where they need to go.
take an entire week using commercial airlines.
If, for instance, one was to charter a Gulfstream from London
to Dubai, it would cost about $55,000 at rack rate. However, if • If you have a big group that needs to travel far-off for work
then flying private makes more financial sense again. Not
you fly Emirates First Class, which is almost similarly luxurious,
just with cost-cutting, it also helps in people having imporyou could fly between the two cities roughly twenty times for
tant discussions while conveniently travelling together.
the same price. It thus comes across as a bit strange when businesses that are supposed to maximise profits for their share- • Also when you need to make it to a meeting which you cannot afford to reschedule and the weather is not looking that
holders are able to justify this enormous expense as worthwhile.
great; a private plane is more likely to fly around while local
How it that there’s still a class of people is are okay spending
storms will ground commercial aircraft.
tens or even hundreds of thousands of dollars on just one single
• Companies that use private aviation have been noted to perflight? It could practically not be just for showing off luxury.
form better than the non-users by 23 per cent in revenue
This is so because, for CEOs (Chief Executive Officers) and
growth and 95 of Fortune magazine’s “100 Best Places to
other higher executives, private jets work as risk mitigators in
Work” companies use business aircraft.
a way. Private travel gets preference to ensure on-time arrival
at a destination, and in the best possible shape (physically as • Chartering a plane rather than buying a plan is also an
option gaining popularity and proving worthy enough in a
well as mentally) accompanied by comfort. Busy executives on
more suitable financial manner. As the cost given to charter
top levels of a company cannot afford to show up late for an
a plane for one hour allows you to have multiple people of
important meeting or to feel sluggish due to the adversities of
the company travel together instead of booking many indicommercial travel. For them and their company, the cost of failvidual tickets. So now no matter how many people travel,
ure largely exceeds the cost of private jet travel.
the price stays the same unlike in commercial aviation. Since
Here are some reasons why private jets are an efficient way
this also allows the flexibility to travel on your own schedule,
to conduct business and hence make more sense:
it even lets the company save on individual hotel stays.
• One major reason that companies use private jets is the time
that they save. If you fly private, you can save all the has- • There is obviously no denying that travelling in a private
jet certainly raises the standards of the company. It tends
sle and time needed at the airport for check-in, securities,
to take their market value higher and help them be more
and other formalities. All you need to do is arrive, get on
presentable in front of a new prospective client, hence again
the plane, and fly rather than having to navigate your way
helping in the business.
through a busy terminal for fixed flight time.
For huge companies like India’s Reliance Industries also pri• The comfort and convenience that the private planes guarvate jets aid in better productivity. For
antee is surely worth the journey.
instance, to expand their business, the
Hence, they, in turn, ensure an
manufacturing units or factories tend to
increase in productivity, protection
be located in remote areas. The lifestyle
of intellectual property, improved
As more and
in these places is poles apart in comparicustomer service, etc. Certain
son to the life that an employee might
jets are even equipped with fax
more companies
experience in a metropolitan city like
machines, Wi-Fi, and other office
are beginning
Mumbai. Hence, it becomes difficult to
amenities that allow the executives
have a senior-level employee shift base
to work while en route in a safe and
to outsource
to such an extreme place and start a life
secure environment.
manufacturing and
there. Instead of paying him more to con• Private jets can access more airother operations
vince him to stay there and help him with
ports. For instance, in the US, priother amenities, it makes more sense for
vate jets have accessibility to over
into developing
Reliance to have a group of senior execu5,000 airports in comparison to
countries, which
tives travel in the private jet to that locaonly about 500 airports served by
tion for a visit and return back in a couple
regular airlines. About 42 per cent
don’t necessary have
of hours and continue with their regular
of business jet flights are to places
much air service,
office and stay in the metropolitan area.
with little or no airline service, and
many companies
Another good detailed example of
as many as 80 per cent of flights
this
can be illustrated with Walmart.
are into airports in small towns and
have determined that
Walmart has one of the larger corpocommunities, reports ‘No Plane, No
private jets are
rate jet fleets of about 20 corporate jets
Gain’, an advocacy group supported
which can be surprising considering
by the National Business Aviation
a better way to
that it is a company that is so focused
Association (NBAA) and General
get where they
on keeping costs low. Walmart is headAviation Manufacturers Associaneed to go.
quartered in Bentonville which is a reltion (GAMA). Not just that, most of
atively small city. Most of these jets are
the business aviation routes also
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If proper risk analysis and planning is done by a company, private jets could actually help the company grow its business,
enhance its presence in the market and expand its reach

Now, let’s look at the scenario if this executive flew private.
used frequently by the company’s regional vice presidents who
are responsible for a specific area of the country and need to Leaving at 9 am, the first flight to Rock Springs directly would
make frequent store visits within the region. The company has take an hour and 45 minutes, managing to reach at 9:45 am
almost never has anybody spend a night away from Bentonville local time. After a two-hour store visit, the plane can take off
again at about 11:45 am, and get to Spokane in an hour and
and try to day trips to the maximum possibility.
To understand the economics of this situation better, let’s say 15 minutes to reach at noon local time. Following another twothat one of these executive vice presidents is required to take a hour store visit, the plane would take off at 2 pm for a quick
trip to three stores—one in Wyoming; one in Washington; and 45 minute flight to Great Falls and reach at 3:45 pm local time.
the last in Montana. Getting to Rock Springs in Wyoming from After a final two hours visit at this store, the plane can take
off its final time at 5:45 pm for BenBentonville would take about seven
tonville and 2 hours and 15 minutes
hours through Denver and the executive
later, the executive can land back at 9
would reach at about 9:30 pm, already
pm local time. What was a four day trip
requiring an overnight stop. Then, the
If you fly private,
on commercial flights becomes a day
next day, they would do the store visit
trip on private, and that’s why Walmart
in the morning and since there are only
you can save all
decided private jets are worth it for
two flights a day from Rock Springs,
the hassle and
them. It’s all about valuing the time of
they would have to wait until 4:50 pm
their employees and also enhancing
time needed at the
to catch a flight back to Denver than
productivity. Of course, it also saves
another one to Spokane in Washington.
airport
for
check-in,
the alternative cost of multiple tickets,
Hence reaching time would be about
securities, and other
hotel, food, and airline transport costs.
8:30 pm local time, needing another
This also allows the company to send
overnight stop. After the store visits the
formalities. All you
multiple employees at the same cost.
next morning, they would again have to
need to do is arrive,
Hence if proper risk analysis and
wait according to the flight schedules
planning is done by a company, private
and are most likely to reach Great Falls
get on the plane,
jets could actually help the company
in Montana at about 10 pm local time,
and fly rather than
grow its business, enhance its presence
thereby needing another overnight stop.
having to navigate
in the market and expand its reach.
After the next morning’s store visit, the
After all, the purpose of business aviaexecutive would catch a noon flight to
your way through a
tion is to benefit businesses and not just
Denver and, after a three-hour layover,
busy terminal for a
be confined as being a luxury symbol
another to flight to finally get into Benfor celebrities, politicians and other
tonville at about 8 pm. Hence this would
fixed flight time
eminent personalities. SP
take up to four whole working days.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi with US President Donald Trump at the Summit meeting and delegation-level
India-US talks in New Delhi on February 25, 2020

India-US Sign $3 billion
Deals for 24 MH-60R
Seahawk Naval Choppers
and 6 Apache Gunships
Photograph: PIB

Defence & Energy to be the big drivers, as India, US raise ties to
“comprehensive global strategic partnership”
By Vishal Thapar
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On Islamic terrorism, Trump appeared more focussed
Defence and Energy shall be the key drivers of a
growing India-US relationship, even as convergence on a range on West Asia, Afghanistan, ISIS and Al Qaeda, and the “fight
of global strategic interests shall bring the world’s two largest against the drugs and opioid crisis”.
“In our meetings with the Prime Minister, we discussed and
democracies together in a closer embrace. This was the big mesagreed to create a counter-narcotics working group to confront
sage from US President Donald Trump’s two-day visit to India.
The big takeaway for the US President, known for his the growing threat of illicit fentanyl and opioid production. We
penchant for deals, was the signing of defence agreements must rid our societies of these lethal, horrible poisons. We will
worth more than $3 billion including the purchase of 24 MH- rid our societies of these bad drugs that are pouring in,” the US
60R naval helicopters and 6 AH-64E Apache gunships for the President said.
Trump’s other big interest was partnership in the IndoIndian armed forces. This takes the aggregate value of India-US
Pacific. “Together, the Prime Minister and I are revitalizing the
defence deals since 2007 to $20 billion.
Amidst increasing military intimacy, the two countries also Quad Initiative with the United States, India, Australia, and
agreed to raise their bilateral relationship to the level of a com- Japan. Since I took office, we have held the first Quad ministerial meeting - I guess you would call it a meeting, but it seems
prehensive strategic partnership.
“Earlier today, we expanded our defence cooperation with like so much more than that - and expanded cooperation on
agreements for India to purchase more than $3 billion of counterterrorism, cyber security, and maritime security to
advanced American military equipment, including Apache and ensure a free and open Indo-Pacific,” the US President said.
On
convergence
of
MH-60 Romeo helicopters
interests,
Trump
also
— the finest in the world.
emphasised
cooperation
These deals will enhance
in the development of a
our joint defence capabili5G network. “We discussed
ties as our militaries conthe importance of a secure
tinue to train and operate
5G wireless network and
side-by-side,” Trump said
the need for this emerging
in a statement delivered
technology to be a tool for
with Modi by his side after
freedom, progress, prosa bilateral delegation-level
perity - not to do anything
meeting at Hyderabad
where it could be even conHouse in New Delhi.
ceived as a conduit for supTerming the India-US
pression and censorship,”
relationship as the “most
he said.
important partnership of
While canvassing for
the 21st century”, Prime
5G, he said the US is workMinister Modi, in his stateing with a range of partment, said “the increasing
ners, including Australia
defence and security coopand Japan, to create the
eration between India and
Blue Dot Network, a major
the United States is a very
The MH-60R Seahawk helicopters will replace the ageing Sea
initiative to ensure counimportant aspect of our
King helicopters, marking the biggest upgrade in the Indian
tries around the world
strategic partnership”.
Navy’s rotary wing capability
to have access to private
“Cooperation in ultramodern defence equipment and platforms will enhance India’s sector-led, sustainable, and trustworthy options for high-quality
defence capabilities. Our defence manufacturers are becoming infrastructure development.
While both sides admitted that a trade deal was work in
a part of each other’s supply chains,” Modi said.
The Prime Minister noted that the Indian forces are doing progress, the emergence of oil and gas as the biggest factor in
the maximum training exercises with US forces. “In the last few bilateral trade was unmistakable.
“The US has indeed become a very important oil and gas
years, there has been an unprecedented increase in interoperability between our armies, friends. In the same way, we are source for India. Over the last four years, our total energy trade
also increasing our cooperation in the area of homeland secu- volume is about $20 billion,” Modi said.
Powering the double-digit growth in India-US trade over the
rity and in fighting international crime,” he added.
Giving context to the military embrace with the US, Modi last three years is Energy, Civil Aircraft, Defence and Higher
said, “We have also taken a decision today to further increase Education. “Over the last four or five years, just these four secour efforts in order to hold supporters of terrorism responsible.” tors has contributed $70 billion to the relationship between
On his part, Trump, while reaffirming the “commitment to India and the US,” Modi pointed out.
Trump acknowledged that export of American oil and gas to
protecting our citizens from radical Islamic terrorism”, hedged on
questions at a press conference later in the day on action against India had increased 500 per cent during his tenure.
“Since I took office, exports to India are up nearly 60 per
Pakistan for its support to cross-border terrorism. He suggested
that handling anti-India terror emanating from Pakistan would cent and exports of high-quality American energy have grown
be India’s burden. Terming Modi a strong leader, Trump said the by - thank you very much - 500 per cent. That’s great,” he said.
Besides the defence deals, the other significant agreement
Indian prime Minister will handle Pakistan on his own.
The US President also kept a distance from the Indian posi- signed during Trump’s visit was the one with ExxonMobil to
tion on Kashmir, saying there are “two sides to a story” and improve India’s natural gas distribution network, intended to
increase the export of American LNG to India. SP
once again reiterated his offer to mediate on the issue.
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LOCKHEED MARTIN F-35A with external GBU-31, 2,000 lb Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM) in flight

Stealth
Crucial or Overrated?
Stealth is essentially a combination of several technologies, all of which combine to greatly
reduce the distances at which an aircraft can be detected by the enemy

Photograph: Lockheed Martin

By Air Marshal Anil Chopra (Retd)
In the recent decades, the world has invested heavily
in terms of time and energy on stealth technology in an endeavour
to delay detection of military airborne platforms by the adversary.
Most new platforms are designed by incorporating some level of
‘stealth’ technology at the initial design stage itself. Even existing
jet fighters are, at times, are modified to reduce their signature.
Creating a stealthy design comes at a price in terms of aerodynamic and other design compromises, long period to perfect the
design or high cost of development. Some stealth features require
special maintenance. Specific aircraft shapes may also limit
weapon and fuel carriage capability or may not be the best for
flight efficiency. Any drop tank or weapon load carried externally,
increases the radar cross section (RCS). Lockheed F-117 Nighthawk was the first operational aircraft specifically designed with
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stealth technology. Other current stealth aircraft include the B-2
Spirit, F-22 Raptor, F-35 Lightning II, Chengdu J-20, Shenyang
FC-31 and Sukhoi Su-57. While air forces and designers concentrate on stealth features, they are also evolving counters to beat
the stealth effect. Passive IR sensors, multi-static radars, very low
frequency radars and over-the-horizon radars are being designed.
Stealth Technology
Stealth is essentially a combination of several technologies all of
which together greatly reduce the distances at which an aircraft
can be detected. It involves reduction of RCS, acoustic signature,
thermal imprint and other aspects. The term ‘Stealth’ became
popular when the F-117 stealth fighter was deployed in the Gulf
War in 1991.
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The leading edge of the wing and the tail plane when set at the same angle in F-22 Raptor, reduced reflections

Aircraft part that contribute significantly to the echo is the leakage. Many aircraft use passive infrared and low light TV
vertical stabliser. The F-117 has tilted tail surfaces to reduce sensors to track enemy aircraft and aim weapons. The F-22
reflections. A more radical method employed is to omit the tail, has an advanced low-probability-of-intercept radar (LPIR)
as in the B-2 Spirit and achieve near perfect stealth shape, as which can illuminate enemy aircraft without triggering the
it would have no angles to reflect radar waves. The propellers radar warning receiver.
and the jet turbine blades produce a bright radar image. Stealth
design must bury the engines within the wing or fuselage or RCS
install baffles in the air intakes so that the compressor blades RCS is traditionally expressed in square meters. This does not
are not visible to radar. Forward facing radar aircraft cone acts equal geometric area. It represents equivalent reflectivity. At
as a reflector. Leading edge of the wing also reflects radar waves off-normal incident angles, energy is reflected away from the
and require radar absorbing materials to trap the waves. There receiver, reducing the RCS. Modern stealth aircraft have an RCS
should be no protrusions of any kind on the aircraft. The weap- comparable with small birds or large insects.
ons, fuel tanks and other stores must not be carried externally.
Stealthy becomes un-stealthy even when a door or hatch opens. Radar Stealth Countermeasures
The leading edge of the wing and the tail plane when set Shaping alone offers very few stealth advantages against
at the same angle in F-22 Raptor, reduced reflections. Coating low-frequency radars that even with signal wavelength more
the cockpit canopy with a thin film of transparent conductor, than twice the size of the aircraft, can still generate a signifihelps to reduce the radar reflections from the cockpit and even cant return. However, low-frequency radars lack accuracy and
the pilots helmet. The coating is thin
because of large size, are difficult to
enough to have no adverse effect on
transport. Multiple emitters is another
pilot vision. Dielectric composite mateoption. Detection can be better achieved
rials are more transparent to radar
if emitters are separate from receivers
The F-22 and F-35
whereas electrically conductive mateas in bistatic or multi-static radars.
rials such as metals and carbon fibers
claim that they can
reflect electromagnetic energy incident
Acoustic Signature
open their bays,
on the material’s surface.
Early stealth observation aircraft used
release munitions
slow-turning propellers to avoid being
heard by enemy troops. The supersonic
Reducing Radio Frequency (RF)
and return to
aircraft have a sonic boom. Modern airEmissions
stealthy flight in very
craft engines are more efficient and less
Aircraft must avoid radiating any
noisy. Standard rotor blades in a helidetectable energy such as from onboard
short period
copter are evenly spaced and produce
radars, communications systems or RF
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greater noise at a given frequency and its harmonics. Helicopter
rotor noise can be reduced by varying spacing between the blades
that will spread the rotor noise over a greater range of frequencies.
Visual Signature
The visual signature is best reduced through camouflage paint
or other materials to colour and break up the lines of the aircraft. Most aircraft use matte paint and dark colours. Gray paint
disruptive schemes are more effective. Things like preventing
sunlight glinting from the aircraft cockpit canopy had to be
addressed. The original B-2 design had wing tanks for a contrail-inhibiting chemical. Later they had a contrail sensor that
alerts the pilot when he should change altitude.
Infrared Signature
Reducing aircraft heat signature is required to prevent IR sensor
tracking. The exhaust plume contributes a significant infrared
signature. One way to reduce IR signature is to have a non-circular slit-shape tail pipe, to reduce the exhaust cross section area
and maximise the mixing of hot exhaust with cool ambient air as
is the case in F-117. Often, cool air is deliberately injected into
the exhaust flow to boost this process. In
some aircraft, the jet exhaust is vented
above the wing surface to shield it from
missiles observers below. Another way
to reduce the exhaust temperature is
to circulate coolant fluids such as fuel
inside the exhaust pipe, where the fuel
tanks serve as heat sinks cooled by the
flow of air along the wings.

its the payload. The F-117 carries only two laser or GPS-guided
bombs, while a non-stealth attack aircraft can carry several
times more. This requires the deployment of additional aircraft to
engage targets that would normally require a single non-stealth
aircraft. This apparent disadvantage however, is offset by the
reduction in fewer supporting aircraft that are required to provide
air-defence suppression and electronic counter measures.
Tactics
A heavily defended site normally has overlapping radar coverage, making undetected entry by conventional aircraft difficult. Aircraft detection can be delayed by exploiting ground
radars Doppler slot. With knowledge of enemy radar locations
and the RCS pattern of own aircraft, a flight route can be flown
that minimises radial speed while presenting the lowest-RCS
aspects of the aircraft to the threat radar. There are other flight
tactics such as manoeuvres combined with chaff dispensation
to confuse enemy radars.
Operational usage of stealth aircraft
The US and Israel are the only countries to have used stealth
aircraft in combat. In 1990 Gulf War, the
F-117s flew 1,300 sorties and scored
direct hits on 1,600 high-value targets
in Iraq. Only 2.5 per cent of the American aircraft in Iraq were F-117s, yet they
struck 40 per cent of the strategic targets
with 80 per cent success rate. In Yugoslavia in 1999, F-117 and the B-2 Spirit
stealth bomber were used. One F-117
was shot down by a Serbian S-125 ‘NevaM’ missile. The B-2 Spirit destroyed 33
per cent of selected Serbian targets in
the first eight weeks of US engagement
in the War. B-2s flew non-stop to Kosovo
from their home base in Missouri and
back. In the 2003 invasion of Iraq, F-117
and B-2 were used and this was the
last time the F-117 would see combat.
Sikorsky UH-60 Black Hawks helicopter
used for the May 2011 operation to kill
Osama bin Laden, was heavily modified
for quieter operations and employing stealth technology to be
less visible to radar. The F-22 made its combat debut over Syria
in September 2014 as part of the US-led coalition against ISIS. In
2018, Israeli F-35I stealth fighters conducted a number of missions in Syria and even infiltrated Iranian airspace undetected.
The Chinese J-20 entered service with their Air Force in 2017.
The FC-31 is still under development. The Russian Su-57 stealth
fighter is scheduled to enter service in 2020.

Radar-evading
warplanes require
careful design work,
extensive testing and
exotic materials for
their construction,
features that can
triple their cost
compared to nonstealthy planes

Infrared Search and Track (IRST)
IRST systems may be effective even
against stealth aircraft as its surface
heats up due to air friction and a twochannel IRST can compare difference
between the low and high channels.
Russia had IRST systems on MiG-29
and Su-27 in 1980s. The MiG-35 is
equipped with a new Optical Locator
System with more advanced IRST capabilities. The French Rafale, the European Eurofighter and Swedish Gripen make extensive use of
IRST. Typically, IRST allows detection of non-afterburning aerial
target at 45 km range. The Lockheed F-21 on offer to India will
have a long-range IRST.

Vulnerable Modes of Flight
Stealth aircraft are still vulnerable to detection during and
immediately after using their weaponry. Since stealth aircraft
carry all armaments internally, as soon as weapons bay doors
open, the plane’s RCS multiplies. While the aircraft will reacquire its stealth as soon as the bay doors are closed, a fast
response defensive weapons system has a brief opportunity to
engage the aircraft. The F-22 and F-35 claim that they can open
their bays, release munitions and return to stealthy flight in
very short period. But some weapons require that the weapon’s
guidance system acquire the target while the weapon is still
attached to the aircraft. This forces relatively extended operations with the bay doors open.
Reduced Payload
Stealth aircraft carry fuel and armament internally, which lim-
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Future Stealth Initiatives
Shaping the aircraft for stealth often compromises the performance in terms of aerodynamics. After the invention of metasurfaces, the conventional means of reducing RCS have been
improved significantly. Metasurfaces are thin two-dimensional
meta-material layers that allow or inhibit the propagation of
electromagnetic waves in desired directions. Metasurfaces
can redirect scattered waves without altering the geometry
of a target. Plasma stealth is a phenomenon proposed to use
ionised gas to reduce RCS. Interaction between electromagnetic radiation and ionised gas might create a layer or cloud of
plasma around the platform to deflect or absorb radar. There is
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Chengdu J-20 stealth fifth-generation fighter aircraft developed by China’s Chengdu Aerospace Corporation for PLAAF

Photograph: Wikipedia

research to integrate the functions of aircraft flight controls into
wings to lower RCS by reducing moving parts, weight and cost.
The concept of a flexible wing that can change shape in flight to
deflect airflow, is evolving. Adaptive aeroelastic wings are being
researched. Fluidics is essentially fluid injection in aircraft to
control direction, through circulation control and thrust vectoring. Fluidic systems in which larger fluid forces are diverted by
smaller jets intermittently to change the direction. BAE Systems
has tested two fluidically controlled unmanned aircraft.

ful design work, extensive testing and exotic materials for their
construction, all features that can double or triple their cost
compared to conventional, non-stealthy planes, say experts.
They argue that stealth is overrated and it’s better to buy greater
numbers of cheaper, non-stealthy planes. The high expense of
developing, buying and maintaining stealth jets means they may
be used sparingly. Many stealth aircraft still have questionable
ability. Many long range AAMs are difficult to carry internally
in most fighters. Canard controls and aircraft external hardpoints are ‘stealth killers’. Also cost-to-benefit ratio of stealth is
still in question. If a modern air force wants to attack an adverUnder Development Stealth Aircraft
Several stealth aircraft are under development. The Russian MiG- sary with significant anti-aircraft defences, it needs an effec41 is to replace the MiG-31. MiG LMFS has evolved from now tive Suppression of Enemy Air Defences (SEAD) to avoid losses.
cancelled Mikoyan project 1.44. Tupolev PAK DA is to be stealth A fast jet that is well armed and highly maneuverable, ‘elecbomber to replace Tu-95. Xian H-20 would be a subsonic stealth tronic attack’ aircraft of the class of Boeing EA-18G Growler has
bomber. Shenyang J-18 is VSTOL stealth aircraft, similar to the US ability to jam across the entire spectrum. SEAD may be much
F-35B. Indian Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft will be a stealth cheaper than stealth.
Technologies are already fast evolving to counter stealth. At
fifth-generation aircraft. Northrop Grumman B-21 Raider will be
a long range strike stealth bomber. BAE Systems Tempest, Saab’s $100 million even a small aircraft like F-35 is not cheap. The
F-22 Raptor costs nearly $150 million.
Flygsystem 2020, the multi-nation EuroUS Air Force had to shut down the F-22
pean New Generation Fighter are some
assembly line after just 187 aircraft. All
more serious programmes. KAI KF-X is a
countries are developing advanced radar
joint programme between Indonesia and
systems that will be able to detect these
South Korea. HESA Shafaq is an Iranian
Technologies are
aircraft in the near-future. The Russian
stealth aircraft project. Turkey plans to
already fast evolving
T-50 is known to be less stealthy and has
develop TAI TFX to replace F-16s. Projfaced technology and cost issues. The
ect AZM is a Pakistani attempt to develop
to counter stealth.
Chinese J-20 and J-31 parallel stealth
a fifth-generation fighter jet technolAll countries are
programmes are shrouded in secrecy
ogy. Among the helicopters is a stealthy
developing advanced
and China was forced to purchase the
unnamed Kamov helicopter. Hindustan
expensive Russian Su-35. Stealth airAeronautics Ltd Light Combat Helicopradar systems that
craft also require high maintenance
ter and Eurocopter Tiger are reported to
will be able to detect
costs and time. Most stealth fleets are
have stealth features.
known to have high down time. Whether
these aircraft in the
or not stealth primarily has a psychologIs Stealth Overrated
near-future.
ical value, only time will tell. SP
Radar-evading warplanes require care-
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Wings India

Setting the stage for
India to fly high
Photograph: Karthik Kumar / Sp Guide Pubns

Capacity building in focus to prepare for a 4-fold increase in air traffic to actualise the
‘Flying for All’ manifest
By Vishal Thapar
With the underlying theme of ‘Flying for All’, the
global aviation industry is set to congregate at Wings India 2020
Hyderabad from March 12 to 15 with the singular agenda: Laying the groundwork for India’s Civil Aviation sector to absorb
an expected investment of `100,000 Crore ($13.6 billion) in the
next five years alone.
This Global Aviation Summit - India’s only focused event
on Civil Aviation Industry - is set to be a key platform for
policy makers, airlines, airports, industry captains, OEMs and
regulators to deliberate on the shape of things to come. Over
150 exhibitors and close to a thousand delegates represent-
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ing various stakeholders will meet with a focus on capacity
building as India prepares itself for a four-fold increase in
air traffic over the next 20 years, and for Aviation to be a
key accelerator pushing the Indian economy to the $5 trillion
threshold by 2025.
The global aviation industry will network and brainstorm
on hitching on to the blueprint envisaging a growth in passenger traffic from 315 million to 1.1 billion by 2040, becoming
the world’s third largest aviation market in the first two years
of this two-decade journey beginning now. This growth target
involves a $290 billion procurement of over 2,100 aircraft -
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Wings India

900 in the next five years alone - building infrastructure - control systems, command and control systems, electro-optics,
including 100 new airports by 2025 - to support this soaring flight simulators and trainers, flight navigation equipment, sensors, sound proofing material, aircraft interiors, brakes and
business.
Building an eco system to support high growth rates in avia- wheels, auxiliary and emergency power units and cargo hantion is on the agenda of the Indian policy maker. As it hosts dling equipment.
Flying schools and aviation engineering colleges will reprethe who’s who of the aviation business from across the world
at Wings India 2020, the priorities of the Government of India sent the vital Skilling segment. The Space Industry, manufacturinclude making affordable flying accessible to the common ers of unmanned aerial vehicles and unmanned aerial systems
man under the UDAAN Region Connectivity Scheme (RCS) and and start-ups representing niche capabilities in the aviation
building enabling infrastructure, creating a domestic leasing & sector will also be represented.
The immense promise of Business Aviation and the chalfinancing base, robust MRO support and the disinvestment of
lenges on its flight path to achieving full potential will be delibAir India.
In a series of high-powered panel discussions and round erated upon at length at the BizAv India Conference on March
tables slated at Wings India 2020, Civil Aviation honchos will 11. With the Social and Economic Impact of Business and Genbrainstorm on capacity building for airlines and airports, Avia- eral Aviation in India as the overarching theme, the Confertion Financing and Leasing, Changing landscape of manufac- ence seeks discourse on meaningful contribution of BA/GA on
turing, MRO and Start-ups, and on Aviation Safety & Security. nation’s economy at a time when the Government is aligning
policy to support a sharp growth traAnother session will focus on the Future
jectory in the Civil Aviation sector.
of Aviation - Disruptive Technologies
The theme also scopes out discusand UAVs.
sions on infrastructure requirements in
A Global CEOs Forum during the
order for BA/GA sector to grow to its
show has been billed as “an unparalUnder the shadow
potential in the coming times. A report
leled platform for aviation companies
of the global
by PWC and the Business Aircraft
to explore the networking & expanOperators Association (BAOA) will also
sion opportunities in the presence of
Coronavirus
be unveiled at the Conference.
Hon’ble Minister of Civil Aviation, Mr
outbreak, enhanced
There will be discussion on AviaHardeep Puri”.
tion as a driver of economic growth.
preventive public
“CEOs Forum would be an ideal
Infrastructure, taxation and safety
platform for leading companies of Aviahealth measures
challenges will also be highlighted. A
tion Sector to inter-relate, explore and
have been
big focus of this Conference will be on
grasp the opportunities for the expanemerging trends and technologies.
sion, thriving and garner the sector in
announced to ensure
Another highlight will be the Wings
the presence of Hon’ble Minister for
an incident-free
India Awards, which will be announced
Civil Aviation,” the organisers stated.
on March 12 to give recognition to AviaWings India 2020. A
“Wings India 2020 - Asia’s largest
tion Centres which have redefined flyevent on Civil Aviation (Commerical
‘No Contact Policy’
ing in India.
Aviation and GA/BA) - will provide a
has been suggested,
The atmosphere of an air show will
congenial forum catering to the rapidly
be restored in this edition of Wings
changing dynamics of the sector, focussuch as the Indian
India with the resumption of an aeroing on new business acquisition, investNamaste in place of a
batic flying display. The Global Stars
ments, policy formation and regional
aerobatics team from Britain is set to
hand shake.
connectivity. It will provide a fillip to
enthrall visitors with a four-aircraft flythe aviation and restructured focused
ing display.
forums shall be instrumental in attainCivil Aviation Minister Hardeep Puri
ing the objective of much desired conwill inaugurate the event. A networking
necting the Buyers, Sellers, Investors
and other stakeholders at a common vantage forum. Hyder- Dinner will attended by the who’s who of the Indian Aviation
abad being the hub of Aviation is remain the natural host of the Sector and senior Government officials.
Pitching big as an investment destination will be the host
event,” the organisers stated.
Wings India 2020 is slated to be bigger than the previ- state of Telangana. At a curtain raiser event in January, Telanous edition in terms of participation and exhibition. Over 700 gana Industries & IT Minister K.T. Rama Rao promised cleardelegates from 10 countries showed up for Wings India 2018. ances for investment proposals within 30 days by the state govFourteen airlines were represented in the 2018 edition of the ernment. Besides the promotion of Hyderabad as an aviation
show which hosted 285 G2B meetings. The 15 aircraft on static industry hub, Rao spoke about plans for greenfield airports and
display included the Phenom 300, Legacy 500, ATR 72, ATR reactivation of old airports and heliports.
Under the shadow of the global Coronavirus outbreak,
600 and Dornier. Spread over an area of over 5,000 square
metres, prominent exhibitors in the Airport infrastructure seg- enhanced preventive public health measures have been
ment will showcase opportunities in air traffic control systems announced to ensure an incident-free Wings India 2020. These
and equipment, communication and navigation, cargo and pas- include temperature screening of visitors at access points,
senger terminals equipment, besides construction and design deployment of a team of doctors, availability of hand sanitisers
and stepped up cleaning and refuse disposal to maintain high
of airports.
Exhibitors from the Aircraft Machinery and Equipment seg- standards of hygiene. A ‘No Contact Policy’ has been suggested,
ment will showcase the latest in aero engines, avionics, flight such as the Indian Namaste in place of a hand shake. SP
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hall of fame

Larry Walters
(1949 - 1993)
Pilots occasionally see and report some rather bizarre happenings of
which some turn out to be true and others just illusions

Pilots occasionally see and report some rather
bizarre happenings of which some turn out to be true and others just illusions. But one of the strangest airborne reports was
by the Captain of an airliner approaching Los Angeles International Airport on July 2, 1982. He radioed that he was passing
a man in a chair at 16,000 feet holding a pistol in his hand.
A sceptical controller duly acknowledged the report, obtained
a radar fix and began tracking the peculiar object. When it
finally came down safely to the Earth, the startled authorities
discovered it was indeed a man sitting in an ordinary lawn
chair who had reached that rarefied height purely with the
help of a bank of helium-filled weather balloons. Meet Larry
Walters, a 33-year-old Vietnam War veteran and a truck driver
with no pilot or balloon training.
Lawrence Richard Walters was born on April 19, 1949, in
Los Angeles, California. The idea of using weather balloons
for flight first occurred to him at the age of 13, when he saw
them hanging from the ceiling of a military store. He dreamt of
becoming a pilot in the United States Air Force, but poor eyesight made that impossible. Instead, he became a truck driver,
till the flying bug again bit him at the age of 33. “It’s now or
never,” he thought and enlisted the help of his girlfriend Carol
for the outlandish scheme. Pretending to be representatives
of an advertising company, they managed to purchase dozens
of surplus weather balloons, each eight feet in diameter and
33 cubic feet in volume. The mission site was the backyard of
Carol’s San Pedro home where other friends helped attach the
balloons to an aluminium lawn chair, which Larry christened
“Inspiration” and then fill them.
At 11 o’clock on that fateful morning, Larry Walters sat
strapped in his lawn chair. Over 40 helium-filled balloons
in four tiers towered above him. The contraption was tethered to a jeep. He thought he would ascend to about 30 feet
and survey the scene. If all went well, the tethers would be
severed and he would float lazily out over Long Beach and
further East towards the Mojave Desert. When he was ready
to descend, he would shoot out the balloons one by one with
a pellet gun. If he started descending too rapidly, he would
arrest the sink rate by jettisoning some of the plastic water
cans he carried as ballast. Or so he thought. He had with
him a parachute, a camera, a Citizen’s Band radio, a bottle
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of beer and a few sandwiches. But when his friends set the
device loose, the lawn chair did not float up as slowly as
intended, but shot into the sky at the rate of about 800 feet
per minute.
It reached the limit of the tethering rope and snapped it.
It continued climbing uncontrollably and the hapless Larry
had no idea what to do next. He finally crossed 16,000 feet,
way past the 10,000-foot altitude above which it is essential
to use artificial oxygen. As he began drifting into controlled
airspace over Los Angeles, Larry became nervous and tried
to warn air traffic control of his presence.
He feared that shooting out some balloons might unbalance his chair and pitch him right out. But he finally decided
that there was no other way to return to the Earth and started
shooting at the balloons one by one. However, when he put
the pellet gun on his lap for a moment to read the altimeter, a sudden gust of wind tilted the chair and flung the gun
out. Now he was well and truly stuck. However, gradually the
helium started leaking out of the balloons and the chair began
descending. Close to the ground, yet another mishap, as the
device’s dangling cables snagged in an HT power line. Thankfully the plastic tethers protected Larry from electrocution.
He came to rest a few feet from the ground from where he
was eventually rescued and immediately arrested! The press
dubbed him “Lawnchair Larry”. A reporter asked him why he
had undertaken such a perilous feat and Larry shot back, “A
guy has to do something, he can’t just sit around in his backyard all day.”
He was slapped with a $4,000 fine for various offences
including operating “a civil aircraft for which there is no airworthiness certificate,” creating a collision danger to other
aircraft and entering an airport traffic area “without establishing and maintaining two-way communications with the
control tower.” On appeal, the fine was reduced to $1,500.
After a brief spell of fame, Larry Walters quit his job as a
truck driver to become a motivational speaker. But he struggled to make money. On October 6, 1993, rather unhappy with
life, he hiked to his favourite spot in the forest and shot himself dead. SP
— Joseph Noronha
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MILITARY
ASIA-PACIFIC
JOINT IAF - RAF EX INDRADHANUSH - V 2020

Raj Kumar takes over
as Secretary Defence
Production

QuickRoundUp

AIRBUS

The Indian Air Force (IAF) and Royal Air
Force (RAF) jointly conducted the fifth
edition of Exercise Indradhanush at Air
Force Station Hindan from February 24
to 29, 2020. The focus of this edition of
the exercise was ‘Base Defence and Force
Protection’. This theme is of significance
considering the recent threats to military
establishments from terror elements. The
RAF team comprised of 36 specialised
combatants of the RAF Regiment while
the IAF team consisted of 42 combatants
of the GARUD Force. Both teams executed missions based on jointly worked out
plans and scenarios. The exercise also
included para drops from C-130J aircraft,
tactical insertions by Mi-17 V5 helicopters and use of various airborne sensors.

FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF BALAKOT AIR STRIKE

On the first anniversary of Balakot air
strike, Chief of the Air Staff (CAS), IAF, Air
Chief Marshal R.K.S. Bhadauria, flew a
five aircraft mission at Srinagar Air Base
along with aircrew from Squadrons that
had participated in the operations on
February 26 and 27, 2019. The CAS flew
a MiG-21 Type 69 aircraft along with the
Commanding Officer of 51 Squadron, Gp
Capt Kamran Nazeerin, a formation comprising one MiG-21, two Mirage-2000s
and two Sukhoi-30 MKIs. On this day,
the IAF salutes the spirit, tenacity and
sacrifice of its brave Air Warriors and assures the Nation of its unstinted resolve.
The IAF stands shoulder to shoulder with
other Defence Services in discharge of
its sacred duty of defending the nation’s
sovereignty and integrity.

US IADWS FOR INDIA

The US Department of State has approved a possible sale to India of military
equipment comprising an Integrated
Air Defence Weapon System (IADWS).
The estimated value of the deal would
be approximately $1.867 billion. The
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Raj Kumar, the new Secretary Defence
Production, calling on Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh at South Block,
New Delhi, on February 17

Gujarat cadre Indian Administrative
Service (IAS) officer Raj Kumar took over
as India’s Defence Production Secretary
on February 17.
He succeeds Subhash Chander,
who retired from service on December
31. Defence Secretary Ajay Kumar had
been holding additional charge of Secretary Defence Production in the interregnum.
An officer of the 1987 batch of the IAS,
the new Defence Production Secretary
called on Defence Minister Rajnath Singh
before taking charge of his new assignment. He was earlier Director-General
Employees’ State Insurance Corporation
in the Ministry of Labour.
As Secretary Defence Production,
Kumar will be the boss of 9 Defence Public Sector Undertakings (DPSUs) and 41
Ordnance Factories. He will also supervise efforts to promote entrepreneurship, innovation and start-ups through
programmes like iDEX.
The Secretary of the Department of
Defence Production is one of the 5 secretaries in the Ministry of Defence. SP

The A330-800 has received joint Type Certification
from the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The aircraft’s
certification flight-test campaign was undertaken on
aircraft MSN1888, which successfully completed the
programme in 370 flight test hours and 132 flights. The
A330-800, part of a true new-generation A330neo
family, is the most efficient longest range entry-level
wide-body airliner.
Airbus SE, the Government of Québec and Bombardier
Inc have agreed upon a new ownership structure for the A220
programme, whereby Bombardier transferred its remaining
shares in Airbus Canada Limited Partnership (Airbus Canada)
to Airbus and the Government of Québec. The transaction is
effective immediately.

BOEING

Boeing through its subsidiary Tapestry Solutions, has announced that it has secured a five-year US Air Force contract
to sustain and modernise the Global Decision Support
System(GDSS), the principal command and control (C2)
software platform that supports global Air Mobility Command
(AMC) missions. GDSS helps mobility aircrews successfully
plan and execute core missions, ranging from aerial refuelling
to strategic airlift.
Boeing grounded its MAX series aircraft worldwide
last year after two deadly crashes that were linked to
faulty software. The company, however, remains optimistic
that its fleet will receive the green light to go wheels up
by summer of 2020. Boeing also said that it found debris
contaminating the fuel tanks of “several” 737 Max passenger planes.

DASSAULT AVIATION

—By Vishal Thapar
IADWS package that has been approved,
includes a range of sensors, weapons
systems and support equipment. Included in the potential sale are AN/MPQ64Fl Sentinel radar systems, AMRAAM
AIM-120C-7/C-8 missiles and associated
guidance and control equipment and
Stinger FIM-92L missiles. The sale also
includes M4A1 rifles, M855 5.56mm cartridges and a range of other associated

The French defence procurement agency, DGA, has said that
Dassault Aviation’s Neuron unmanned combat air vehicle
demonstrator has completed its fifth round of flight tests to
enable future decisions about the Future Combat Air System
programme. The fifth series of testing was carried out in cooperation with Dassault Aviation and the services. One of its
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equipment. The announcement came just
before the trip to India by US President
Donald Trump in February 2020.

AMERICAS
US LEADERS DISCUSS NUCLEAR
MODERNISATION
objectives was to study the use of a stealth combat drone in
an operational context, including possible defensive tactics
against such an air vehicle.

FRANCE AND GERMANY

The governments of France and Germany have awarded
Dassault Aviation, Airbus, together with their partners
MTU Aero Engines, Safran, MBDA and Thales, the initial
framework contract (Phase 1A), which launches the demonstrator phase for the Future Combat Air System (FCAS).
This framework contract covers a first period of 18 months
and initiates work on developing the demonstrators and
maturing cutting-edge technologies to carry out flight tests
as early as in 2026.

INDRA

On February 13, 2020, the NATO Support and Procurement
Agency (NSPA) signed a Performance Based - Contractor
Logistic Support (PB-CLS) contract with the Spanish company
INDRA. The contract covers the complete life cycle support
of three long range air surveillance radars in the Republic of
Lithuania.

IRGC

Iran’s Islamic Revolution Guard Corps (IRGC) has announced
that it has developed a lightweight variant of its Fateh-110
family of tactical ballistic missiles called the Raad-500.
According to the reports the Raad-500 has a range up to
500km and is also equipped with new Zoheir engines made
of composite materials lighter than earlier steel models.

JAPAN

Japan’s Ministry of Defence has been quietly making plans
for a new stealth fighter to replace the F-2, one capable
of outclassing the numerically superior Chinese Air Force.
Nicknamed the “Godzilla” fighter by observers due to its size,
the Mitsubishi F-X is expected to enter service in 2035.

LOCKHEED MARTIN

Sikorsky, a Lockheed Martin company, will build six production
VH-92A Presidential Helicopters under a contract from the US
Navy. These helicopters are part of the 23 aircraft programme
of record for the US Marine Corps. Sikorsky will begin deliveries of six VH-92A helicopters in 2022. The remaining production aircraft will be delivered in 2022 and 2023.

RUSSIA

Russian Deputy Defence Minister Nikolai Pankov announced
on February 11n this year that a modern air defence system
would be sent to the Russian military base in Northern
Kyrgyzstan. Moscow and Bishkek have been discussing it for
several years and placing the system at the Kant military
base some 40km from Bishkek, is a rather logical step in
creating a unified air defence system for the Commonwealth
of Independent States.
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Show Calendar
12–15 March
Wings India 2020
Begumpet Airport, Hyderabad, India
www.wings-india.in
16–19 March
NBAA’s International
Operators Conference
(IOC2020)
The Westin Charlotte, Grand Ballroom,
Charlotte, NC, USA
https://nbaa.org/events/2020-international-operators-conference
31 March–5 April
SUN ‘n FUN Aerospace Expo
Lakeland, Florida, USA
www.flysnf.org
31 March–5 April
FIDAE
Av. Diego Barros Ortiz 2300, Pudahuel, Santiago, Chile
www.fidae.cl/en
21–23 April
Asian Business Aviation
Conference & Exhibition
(ABACE)
Shanghai Hongqiao International
Airport in Shanghai, China
https://abace.aero/2020
26–28 May
EBACE 2020
Palexpo, Geneva, Switzerland
https://ebace.aero/2020
11–13 June
AeroExpo UK
Wycombe Air Park,
Buckinghamshire, UK
www.aeroexpo.co.uk
20–24 July
Farnborough International
Airshow
Farnborough International Exhibition
& Conference Centre, UK
www.farnboroughairshow.com

The Commander of US Strategic Command, Admiral Charles A Richard told
a Senate panel that the nuclear triad of
intercontinental ballistic missiles, submarines and strategic bombers, as well
as the nuclear command and control
system, are at the core of US defence
strategy. Modernisation of the triad is
essential for maintaining strategic deterrence. Thus over the decades, the return
on investment in the nuclear triad has
been enormous, the Admiral said, noting that submarines designed to last 30
years, have been in service for 42 years.
Admiral Richard said, the submarines
are reaching the end of their service.
Columbia-class submarines will replace
the Ohio-class submarines. The 400 silobased Minuteman III intercontinental
ballistic missiles were also designed with
a certain lifespan, but the US Air Force
was able to extend it. It will need to be
replaced by the Ground Based Strategic
Deterrent, another type of ICBM, which
is planned for full operational capability in 2036. In addition, Richard said,
the aging B-52 bombers will remain in
service for an additional 30 years, albeit
with more upgrades. The other strategic
bomber, the B-2, is the only long-range
stealth bomber in the world. It will eventually be replaced by the B-21, he said.
The initial operational capability of the
B-21 is expected to be attained by the
end of this decade i.e. in 2030.
Air Force General Terrence J.
O’Shaughnessy, Commander of North
American Aerospace Defence Command
and US Northern Command said that the
nation has to invest in defensive and offensive hypersonic weapons and research
because China and Russia are doing so.

modelling, pattern matching, and machine learning techniques to detect and
identify indications of chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and explosive
(CBRNE) threat.

DARPA’s CONTRACT FOR BAE SYSTEMS

EUROPE

In a press release, BAE Systems announced that it has received funding
from the US Defence Advanced Research
Projects Agency’s (DARPA) Defence
Sciences Office to develop advanced
analytics technology that will assist in
the detection and deterrence of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) activity,
helping to ensure national security. The
technology will leverage multiple data
sources and uses data fusion, adversary

FRANCE FULLY INTEGRATES THE COMBINED
SPACE OPERATIONS (CSPO) INITIATIVE

At the meeting of national representatives
of the CSPO initiative, on February 11 and
12 in Ottawa, General Michel Friedling,
the Chief of France’s Space Command,
signed on behalf of the Minister of Armies,
the letter required to join the organisation. CSPO aims to coordinate the efforts
made by each of the participating nations
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BOEING

On February 26, 2020, Boeing named
Susan Doniz as the company’s Chief
Information Officer and Senior Vice
President of Information Technology
& Data Analytics, effective in May
this year. She will succeed Vishwa
Uddanwadiker, who has served in an
interim capacity since October 2019.
In February this year, Board of
Directors Boeing Company nominated
Steve Mollenkopf and Akhil Johri to be
elected as Directors at the company’s
upcoming annual meeting of shareholders.

SINGAPORE AIRLINES

On February 17, 2020, The SIA Group
announced several appointments in
senior management as under, all effective April 1, 2020.
• Mak Swee Wah, Executive Vice
President Commercial, will assume
the post of Executive Vice President
Operations.
• Lee Lik Hsin, Chief Executive Officer

in the area of space defence. It also
seeks to improve space capabilities, both
national and collective and to facilitate
combined space operations between participants. This initiative initially brought
together the US, the UK, Canada, Australia
and New Zealand. France and Germany
joined it as observers in 2016, then as
associate members in 2017.

FUTURE COMBAT AIR SYSTEM (FCAS) TAKES OFF
On February 20 this year, German,
French and Spanish national procurement heads signed the initial contract
for the combat aircraft demonstrator,
an essential component of the FCAS in
Paris. This will be a major step forward
for a historic European defence cooperation project for which the first test
demonstration flights are scheduled for
2026. For the past two years, France
and Germany, and more recently Spain,
have had an ambitious goal which is to
equip their respective air forces with a
new-generation combat air system that
includes a combat aircraft, its accompanying drones and a ‘combat cloud,’ “the
system of systems” that allows them to
be connected and interact.
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(CEO) of low-cost carrier Scoot, will
return to SIA and be promoted to
Executive Vice President Commercial.
• Tan Kai Ping, Senior Vice President
Marketing Planning, will be promoted to Executive Vice President
Finance and Strategy.
• Ng Chin Hwee, Executive Vice
President Human Resources and
Operations, will take early retirement from SIA on 31 March 31,
2020 and will join SIA Engineering
Company as CEO on April 1, 2020.
• Campbell Wilson, Senior Vice President Sales and Marketing will be
appointed CEO of SIA’s fully-owned
subsidiary Scoot.

LOCKHEED MARTIN

On January 24, 2020, Lockheed Martin announced that its Board of Directors had elected former Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Joseph F. Dunford Jr as Member of the
Board of Directors, effective February
10, 2020.

AIRBUS HELICOPTERS - GLOBAL MARKET
LEADER IN 2019

Airbus Helicopters logged gross orders
for 369 helicopters in 2019 (310 net
orders), combined with its support and
services revenue, worth more than € 7
billion (about $7.58 billion). The company delivered 332 rotorcraft, including the
landmark 1000th Super Puma with a 54
percent market share in terms of units.
On the civil side, the H125 and H145 remain best-sellers on the market with 130
and 91 bookings in 2019 respectively.
Airbus Helicopters also reinforced its position in the military market due to successes with international campaigns such
as 23 NH90 for Spain and 25 H225M
mainly for Hungary and Indonesia. 2019
saw Airbus Helicopters deploying its
global support contracts on the military
side with a key support contract for the
NH90 in service in the German Army, the
Tiger, Cougar and Caracal contracts in
France, and a five-year extension of the
through-life support contract for the Australian Army’s Armed Reconnaissance
Helicopter (ARH) Tiger. On the civil side,
250 additional helicopters were covered
by global HCare contracts. 

QuickRoundUp

TASS reported that Russia’s Defence Ministry plans
to sign a new contract in the summer for the delivery
of several dozen Sukhoi Su-34 frontline bombers to
their Air Force with their combat capabilities expanded
under the Sych experimental design work. The Sych
experimental design work was completed in 2019 and it
envisages installing under slung reconnaissance containers on Su-34s.

UNITED STATES

Between February 3 to 12 this year, the US Strategic Command showcased its ability to conduct coordinated, worldwide operations to reassure partners and allies as well as
accomplish its primary mission of global strategic deterrence
with the conclusion of a series of operational events and
tests of the nuclear triad which included long-range bombers,
intercontinental ballistic missiles and submarine-launched
ballistic missiles.
On February 15, 2020, President Donald Trump
objected to US proposals that would prevent companies
from supplying jet engines and other components to China’s aviation industry and suggested he had instructed
his administration not to implement them. Trump said
that national security concerns, which had been cited
as reasoning for the plans, should not be used as an
excuse to make it difficult for foreign countries to buy
US products.
According to reliable sources, the US government is
considering whether to stop General Electric Coompany
from continuing to supply engines for a new Chinese passenger jet, causing uncertainty over China’s efforts to enter
the civil aviation market. The potential restriction on the
engine sales - possibly along with limits on other components for Chinese commercial aircraft, is the latest move
in the battle between the world’s two largest economies
over trade and technology.

US ARMY

The US Army has recently awarded LONGBOW Limited
Liability Company (LBL), a joint venture of Lockheed
Martin and Northrop Grumman Corporation, a five-year
sustainment indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity contract for up to $235.8 million to provide post production
support services for the AH-64 Apache helicopter AN/
APG-78 LONGBOW Fire Control Radar to international
customers.

US NAVY

Naval Supply Systems Command Weapon Systems Support
(NAVSUP WSS) has renewed a $2.3 billion H-60 Seahawk
Performance Based Logistics (PBL) contract with Lockheed
Martin Rotary and Mission System (LMRMS). The PBL
renewal is NAVSUP WSS’ fourth PBL contract with LMRMS
since 2004 and runs from February 2020 to January 2027,
a five-year period of performance and an option to extend
by two years.
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Professional
Management
is the Key

ILLUSTRATION: Anoop Kamath

The reasons why a number of the newly established
airlines failed and had to shut down operations, are varied
and specific to each carrier

Based on the pattern of growth of the Indian civil
aviation industry over the last three decades, analysts are of the
view that India has bright chances of becoming the third largest
civil aviation market in the world by 2024.
Commencing with the first commercial civil aviation flight
in 1911 from Allahabad to Naini, the Indian airline industry
has indeed come a long way from a rather humble beginning
and today, it is globally competitive as well as aspiring to attain
greater heights of success. But the real turning point for the
industry came in the 1990s when the Government headed by
Prime Minister Narasimha Rao duly supported by the Minister
of Finance, Dr Manmohan Singh, took the bold step to unshackle
the civil aviation industry through a process of liberalisation that
removed all the barriers for the private sector to foray into a
domain that hitherto was reserved exclusively for Governmentowned airlines. However, it was only in 1994 that the Air Corporations Act was repealed by the Government, a step that paved
the way for the entry of private carriers to operate scheduled
services in the Indian skies. In the wake of these developments,
the nation witnessed the emergence on the Indian scene of a
number of airlines in the private sector such as Jet Airways,
Air Sahara, ModiLuft, Damania Airways and East West Airlines.
Unfortunately, none of these pioneering ventures other than Jet
Airways, managed to survive. But as luck would have it, even
Jet Airways that was regarded as one of the strongest and best
run airlines in the private sector that survived for two and a half
decades and had built up a good reputation, ultimately fell by the
wayside. In fact, it has been difficult for the Indian airline industry as well as the nation to reconcile with the fact that the strongest carrier in the private sector folded up in the manner it did.
In the period 2004-05, a number of low-cost carriers
entered the Indian scene. These were Air Deccan, Air Sahara,
Kingfisher Airlines, Paramount Airways, SpiceJet, GoAir and
IndiGo Airlines. Of these, the first four did not have the strength
to survive in the difficult business environment and hence discontinued operations. The last three remain functional with
varying degrees of financial strength. More recently, AirAsia
India, a joint venture between Tata Sons and AirAsia Berhad
of Malaysia and Vistara, a joint venture between Tata Sons and
Singapore Airlines, have entered the fray. In both these airlines,
Tata Sons hold 51 per cent stake that provides a high degree of
stability through a strong financial base.
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By air marshal b.K. PANDEY (Retd)

The reasons why a number of the newly established airlines
failed and had to shut down operations, are varied and specific
to each carrier. Jet Airways was a full service carrier and catered
largely to the corporate world. However, in the highly competitive business environment in the Indian airline industry, Jet
Airways could not sustain a competitive edge against IndiGo,
SpiceJet and GoAir that were wedded to the low-cost model. Jet
Airways had regarded these low-cost carriers as “fringe players”
and hence had clearly underestimated their potential to wean
away passengers from full service carriers through their offer
of fares that were so low that Jet Airways could not maintain its
dominance in the market. The problems of a highly competitive
market faced by Jet Airways, were unfortunately compounded
by a number of flawed decisions on the part of the management.
By the end of 2014, an erstwhile prosperous low-cost carrier SpiceJet that had been bought over in 2008 by Kalanithi
Maran belonging to a well known political family from Tamil
Nadu, found itself on the verge of financial collapse. SpiceJet
was in such a financial state at the end of 2014 from which not
many airlines including Kingfisher have managed to recover. It
was in the midst of a severe financial crisis that the previous
owner Ajay Singh stepped in and bought the airline back from
the Maran family and set the sinking airline back on track with
remarkable dexterity in management that was highly professional. The turnaround of SpiceJet is a notable success story in
the history of the Indian airline industry attributable primarily
to Ajay Singh’s highly professional management skills.
The largest budget carrier in the airline industry owned
by InterGlobe Aviation, is IndiGo Airlines. Founded in 2006 by
Rahul Bhatia and Rakesh Gangwal, a United States-based NRI,
the airline expanded rapidly recording impressive financial performance and by December 2010, IndiGo replaced the national
carrier Air India as the third largest airline in the country. Despite
rising input costs and other impediments, IndiGo managed to sustain its impressive performance and had the largest market share
by August 2012, surpassing Jet Airways in just six years of operations. As of October 2016, it became the largest airline in India
with a market share of 42.6 per cent and by mid 2019, IndiGo
garnered market share of 49 per cent, emerging as the leader.
A study of the performance of carriers in the Indian airline
industry clearly reveals that success of an airline depends ultimately on competent and professional management. SP
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